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Abstract. It is known that the equivalence problem for the class URE of unrestricted regular 
expressions i not elementary recursive. This implies that constructing the corresponding reduced 
automaton isnot tractable for some expressions in URE; we say these xpressions are of intractable 
complexity. However, the closure of boolean automata under efficient complementation suggests 
that there are large nontrivial subclasses of URE with arbitrary level of complementation a d 
tractable complexity. In this paper we introduce the class CL corresponding in a natural way to 
boolean automata; we also consider other related subclasses of URE. All these classes have 
tractable complexity. These results suggest a revised explanation why certain unrestricted regular 
expressions are so 'hard'. 
Notation 
We will review some concepts used in the following sections; for more details, 
see any textbook on regular languages and finite automata. 
The alphabet will be denoted by A. The empty word is denoted by A. If w is a 
word over A, w ~ A*, w p is its reverse (mirror image). If R and S are languages 
over A, then R w S, R c~ S,/~ R- S, R*, R p denote the union, intersection, comple- 
ment, concatenation, star, and reverse, respectively. The empty language is denoted 
by 0. 
The set RRE of restricted regular expressions (over A) is defined inductively: 
(a) For all a~A,  aeRRE denotes the language {a}; A, 0eRRE denote the 
languages {A}, 0, respectively. 
(b) If a, f leRRE denote the languages L( a ), L( fl ), then so do au/~, a./3, 
* e RRE, denoting the languages L(a) u L(fl), L(a) • L(/3), [L(a)]*, respectively. 
The set URE of unrestricted regular expressions i defined as follows: 
(a) For all a e A, a e URE denotes the language {a}; h, 0e URE denote the 
languages {A}, 0, respectively. 
(b) If a, fl, yieURE denote the languages L(a),  L(fl), L(yi), for i= 1, . . . ,  
m, m I>0, then so do a-f l ,  a*, bm(y~,..., ym)e URE, denoting the languages 
L (a ) .  L(/3), [ L(a)]*, bm (L(ym),..., L(ym)), where bm is an arbitrary m- ary boolean 
function. 
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(We do not distinguish between boolean functions, i.e., functions whose arguments 
take values 0 and 1, and the corresponding language functions, i.e., functions whose 
arguments take values from the set of all languages. The important point for us is 
that both can be represented by expressions involving only unions ( w ) and comple- 
ments (-). For a formal treatment of the relationship, see [2].) 
It is known. (see, for instance, [9]) that every regular language can be denoted by 
an expression in RRE and vice versa. However, while not enlarging the class of 
denoted languages, expressions in URE may denote regular languages arbitrarily 
more succinctly (see [8]). 
Clearly RREc_ URE. If a ~ URE, then a p denotes the reverse expression of 
which is defined inductively: 0P=0, he=A,  and ae=a for all a~A;  (a ' /3)  e= 
(t ie).  (ae), (a,)p = (ae) , ,  and (bm(y~,. . . ,  y,,))e = b,,(y~, • • •, y~) where tx, fl and 
the y~ are in URE for i = 1 , . . . ,  m, and b,, is an arbitrary m-ary boolean function. 
It is easily verified that L(cz e) = [L(a)] e. The length s(a) of an expression t~ c URE 
is defined as the number of instances of letters and A's in a. 
An automaton is a quintuple (A, Q, % po, F)  where A is the input alphabet, Q 
the finite nonempty set of states, r(q, a) the transition function given a state q and 
a letter a, Po the initial state, and F_  Q the set of final states. The automaton is 
called deterministic (nondeterministic, boolean) if po and ~'(q, a) for q e Q, a ~ A 
are elements of Q (subsets of Q, elements of Bo, respectively). B 0 is the set of all 
boolean functions with Q as set of variables; if Q contains n elements, then B 0 
contains 2 2n. Thus 
BQ={f]f:{O, 1} n --> (0, 1}}. 
In particular, if q is a state in Q, then q will also denote that function in B o which 
is l iff q = 1. Similarly, p u q for p, q ~ Q denotes that function in B o which is 1 iff 
p=l  or q=l .  
Let us denote the set of boolean (nondeterministic, deterministic) automata by 
BA (NA, DA). Clearly, NA can be embedded in BA; it corresponds to the set of 
all boolean automata where the initial state Po and all ~-(q, a) for q ~ Q and a ~ A 
are unions of elements of Q, considered as boolean functions. Similarly, DA can 
be embedded in NA. Therefore, we will identify corresponding sets and write 
BA _ NA_  DA. 
The notion of boolean automata (see [2]) was independently defined by Kozen 
[7] under the name parallelfinite automaton; Chandra and Stockmeyer [12] use a 
similar notion. 
For our purposes, we define the complexity of an (unrestricted) regular expression 
a as the number of states of the reduced automaton accepting L(a). 
For completeness we recall from [2] the notion of acceptance of a word w by a 
boolean automaton ~. The transition function 7-: Q x A ~ B o is extended to B o x A*. 
"r(q,A)=q; "r(q, aw)=fq.,,(~'(q,, w) , . . . ,  ~'(q,,, w)) where fq,,=~'(it, a) (we let Q= 
{qi,. --, qn}; fq, a(z(ql, w) , . . . ,  ~'(qn, w)) is thereforefq, o (qb . . . ,  q~) with ql replaced 
by ~'(ql, a));  ,(f,  w)=f (* (q l ,  w) , . . . ,  ~-(q~, w)) fo r f~ B o. Let =F be a relation on 
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B o called evaluation under F;f=Fa i f f f (S l , . . . ,  3,) = a, a ~{0, 1}, where 8i = 1 if 
qi e F and 8i = 0 otherwise. Then w is accepted by the boolean automaton ~ iff 
z(qo, w) =~ 1. The set of all accepted words is denoted by L(~).  
For all boolean automata ~3, the language L(~)  of all words accepted by ~ is 
regular. This follows from the observation that there exists an automaton Ms ~ DA, 
called the derived deterministic automaton of ~, such that L(M~)= L(~3): 
M~ = (A, P,/x, P0, G), 
where 
and 
P = {~'(qo, w)lw~A*}c-Bo, G={p~PIp=F1} 
tx(p,a)=7"(p,a) forallp~P,a~A. 
Note that this construction is an extension to boolean automata of the well-known 
subset construction for non-deterministic automata. Since P c_ Bo, it follows that 
~t~ has at most 2 2" states if Q has n states. Throughout he whole paper only 
connected automata re allowed, i.e., we require {~'(qo, w)lw ~ A*} not to be con- 
tained in Bo, , where Q' may be any proper subset of Q. Clearly, this generalizes 
the notion of connectedness for (non)deterministic automata. 
Frequently in the following constructions, we will need nonreturning automata. 
These are automata satisfying two requirements: (a) the initial state q0 is an element 
of Q, and (b) the set {~'(qo, w)l w~A*}-{qo} is contained in Bo_{qo}. Given an 
automata M not satisfying this condition we can easily construct an equivalent 
nonreturning automaton M' such that L(M)= L(M') by adding a new initial state 
q~ Q: ~ '= (A, Qu  q~, r', q~, F'), where ~"lo×a--= ~, ~"(q~, a) = r(qo, a) for all a 
A, and F '= F if q0=F0, otherwise F '=  Fu{q~}. 
Finally, we define the reverse ~P of a deterministic automaton ~ = (A, Q, ~-, qo, F). 
Let Qw = {q ~ Q I z(q, w) e F}. Then ~P = (A, P,/z, Po, G) e DA, where 
P={pc_QIp=Qwforsome wsA*}, po=F, 
G={p~P[qo~p} and lz(p,a)={q~QIz(q,a)~p} forpeP, a~A. 
~P is always reduced and accepts [L(~)] p (see [1]). 
1. Introduction 
Suppose we are given a deterministic automaton ~ = (A, Q, z, qo, F) and we need 
to know an automaton for L(-(~. It is well known that the automaton ~ = 
(A, Q, ~, qo, Q - F) accepts precisely this language. Let us denote this operation by 
COMPL. In fact, there is no need to restrict COMPL to DA, we might as well 
perform the same operation (replacing F by Q-F )  on any nondeterministic 
automaton N~ NA. The problem is that, for N~ NA, L(COMPL(N)) ~ L---~, in 
general. The easiest way to see this is as follows. Let N = (A, Q, ~-, qo, F)  be any 
nondeterministic automaton, and let ,A c'= (A, Q u {p}, ~, qo, F) where ~l(o-~qo~)×A------ 
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~'l<Q-~qo~)×A, ~(qo, a) = r(q0, a) u {p}, and z(p, a) =p for a e A. Clearly, L(N) = 
L(N'). However, it is obvious that L(COMPL(N')) ~_ A- A*, and if L(N) is neither 
{A} nor ~ we get a contradiction. In other words, COMPL(~x)~ SCCOMPL<X~ in 
general. While this is a well-known phenomenon, it is interesting to note that we 
can save the situation nevertheless by slightly modifying the notion of acceptance. 
Let us define the function DET: NA~ DA as the usual subset construction for NA, 
DET(N) = .fix for 2¢" ~ NA. In particular, a set of states of N is considered accepting 
in DET(N) iff it contains at least one accepting state of N. The function DET': NA 
DA is also the subset construction but now we consider a set of X-states accepting 
in DET'(N) iff all N-states contained are accepting in X. Then we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. COMPL(DET(N)) = DET'(COMPL(2¢')) for all 2¢'~ NA. 
In other words: If we need an automaton for L(X), N~ NA, we can either first 
make N deterministic (DET) and then apply COMPL to the resulting automaton 
in DA, or we can first apply COMPL to N and then apply the modified subset 
construction DET' to the resulting nondeterministic automaton. The proof is quite 
trivial; it merely consists of the observation that "-q3s~ S:p(s)'" is equivalent to 
"Vs~ S:-qp(s)". The above theorem, however, constitutes the beginning of the 
theory of boolean automata nd also the basis of this article and certain unrestricted 
regular expressions. 
In this paper we are mainly interested in the complexity of unrestricted regular 
expressions, i.e., the number of states of the corresponding reduced automaton.. It 
is known (see [6, 3]) that for a restricted regular expression c~ of length n there is 
a nonreturning nondeterministic automaton N,~ with n + 1 states. Since Mxo in this 
case can have at most 2" + 1 states, the complexity of any restricted regular expression 
of length n is at most 2" + 1. 
The situation drastically changes if we pass from restricted to unrestricted regular 
expressions, because Meyer and Stockmeyer [8] showed that the problem of deciding 
whether two URE expressions accept he same language is not elementary ecursive, 
that is, if g(n) is the complexity of the equivalence problem for two URE expressions 
of combined length n, then g(n) is not bounded from above by G(c, n) for any 
constant c, where G(c, n) is defined inductively: G(O, n)= n, G(c+ 1, n)=2 ~c'') 
for c ~> 0. This implies that for any c the complexity of some URE expressions of 
length n (dependent on c) is also not bounded from above by G(c, n). In other 
words, by allowing complementation in regular expressions, the problem of deter- 
mining the corresponding reduced automaton becomes intractable. 
Here, we propose to study subclasses of URE with several properties: 
(1) They should be as naturally definable as URE or RRE. 
(2) They should have tractable complexity. 
(3) They should contain expressions of arbitrary depth of  complementation. 
(4) They should be nontrivial. 
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Nontrivial means that these classes should contain RRE, and RRE should be only 
a small subset. This excludes trivial classes like {a, 6 ]a  e RRE}. We will define 
several such nontrivial subclasses of URE;  all of them are closely related to boolean 
automata. Our results suggest a revised explanation why certain regular expressions 
are so 'hard'.  
2. Closure properties of boolean automata 
In this section we show that the class BA of boolean automata is closed under 
all boolean operations as well as under concatenation from the left by an automaton 
in NA. 
For the purpose of this article, closure of BA under an m-ary language operation 
bin, m I> 0, means the following: Given m boolean automata ~3i, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, thbre 
exists an algorithm to construct ~ e BA such that L(~)= bm(L(~) , . . . ,  L(~m)) 
and n = O(n~ +.  • • + nm), where n, n~ are the numbers of states of  ~,  ~i, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, 
respectively. For example, DA is closed under complementation, and NA is closed 
under union, concatenation, and star (see, for instance, [6]). 
So, let b,, be any boolean function. As m = 0 corresponds to the trivial cases 13 
and A* we may assume m I> 1. Let ~ , . . . ,  ~, ,  be nonreturning boolean automata, 
~3i = (A, Qi, ~'~, qo, Fi) such that Qi n Qj = {qo} for i ~j .  We construct ~ s BA, ~ = 
(AL Q, ~', qo, F)  such that 
L(~)=b,.,,(L(~,),...,L(~3m)): Q=Q, uQ2u...t...)Q,,, 
clearly = _ (ni-1) +1=O i ~, 
i= l  
t~  Fi-{qo} i fb,, ,(81,. . . ,8,, ,)--13, 
i 1 
F= 
~z  F~u{qo} ifb,,,(81,...,8,,,)=A, 
where 8~ e {13, A } such that 8~ = A if[ qo e F~ for i = 1 , . . . ,  m ; ~" is defined for q e Q 
and a e A by 
~'(q, a )= ~b,, (~'l(qo, a ) , . . . ,  ~'m ( qo, a)) 
[~'i(q, a) 
if q = qo, 
if q e Qi - {qo} 
for some i C{ l , . . . ,  m}. 
We now have to show that L (~)  = bm(L(~l),..., L(~, , ) ) .  Let w be a word in A*. 
I f  w=A, then by definition qoeF iff we b,.(L(~),..., L(~, , ) ) .  Therefore, let 
w=av, aeA, yeA*. Clearly, weL(~8) iff bm(Zl(qo, w) , . . . ,  ~',,(qo, w) )=F  1. This 
last statement is equivalent o we bm(L(~),..., L(~m)) as  can be easily verified. 
Hence, BA is closed under arbitrary boolean functions. 
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Now, let )¢" = (A, Q, ~, qo, F)  ~ NA and ~ = (A, P,/~, qo, G) e BA such that Q c~ 
P = {q0}; furthermore, assume that ./V" and ~ are nonreturning. We define a boolean 
automaton c¢=(A, QuP ,  z,,qo, H) such that L (~)=L(N) -L (~) :  H=Fu 
(G-{qo}) if h ~L(~)  (i.e., iff qo~G) and H=G if A~L(~) ;  1., is specified for 
s~QuP and a~A by 
(~'(s, a) i f s~ Q-F ,  
z,(s,a)=~z(s,a)utz(qo, a) i fs~F,  
~/z(s, a) if s a P -  {qo}. 
We have to show that L(C¢) = L(N) • L (~) .  Assume w ~ L(C¢); this is equivalent to 
~,(qo, w)=n l .  This is the case iff there exist v,v'~A* such that w=vv' and 
T(qo, v )=~l  and /z(qo, v ' )=G1. This is the same as veL(N)  and v'~ L(~3) and 
hence proves the claim. We may summarize the above as follows. 
Theorem 2.1. The class BA of boolean automata is closed under all boolean operations 
as well as under concatenation from the left by a nondeterministic automaton. 
The reader should recall that for NA there are simple ways to handle arbitrary 
concatenation or star, namely if )¢'i = (A, Qi, zi, qo, F~) and we need an automaton 
for L()¢'~)- L(2¢'2) or [L(NI)]*, then we simply add to zl(q, a) for all q~ F1 a 
transition ~'2(qo, a) or a transition ~'l(qo, a). Unfortunately, this method does not 
extend to BA. A simple counterexample is provided by a boolean automaton with 
an empty set of final states. For Ne  NA, an empty set of final states means L(N) = I~; 
in the case of a boolean automaton ~ ~ BA this need not be the case as we may 
have complemented variables. More generally, the problem is the following: In 
order to define concatenation of two boolean automata ~1 and ~2 we must describe 
a new boolean automaton ~ in terms of the states of the original automaton. Now, 
in order to work correctly, this new automaton must allow to 'jump into' ~2 whenever 
~t~ reaches an accepting state. This can easily be done in the case of a nondeterminis- 
tic automaton N as there a state of gtx is accepting iff it contains an accepting state 
of 2¢'. But a state of ~t~, is a boolean comnbination of states of ~ rather than a 
union; therefore, this method fails for BA. In fact, BA cannot be closed under 
(unrestricted) concatenation and star for if it were, the equivalence problem for 
URE would be elementary recursive. 
3. The classes CL and C p 
It is known that for a restricted regular expression a of length n there exists a 
nonreturning .N'~ e NA with n + I states such that L(.Ac~) = L(a) ;  furthermore, Mx~ 
has at most 2n+ 1 states ([6], see also [3]). In this section we define the class 
CL_C URE which corresponds naturally to boolean automata. We also discuss a 
restriction of CL, C[ ,  which has the same complexity as RRE. 
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The subclass CL of the unrestricted regular expressions is defined inductively 
(L stands for left). 
(a) Any c~ s RRE is in CL, denoting the language L(t~). 
(b) If b,, is an m-ary boolean function and a l , . . . ,  a,,~CL, then so is 
bm (a~, . . . ,  t~m), denoting the language b,, ( L (a l ) , . . . ,  L(a~)).  
(CL) If a ~ RRE and 13 ~ CL, then a- 13 ~ CL denotes the language L(t~) • L(/3). 
Now we can state a connection between boolean automata nd CL-expressions. 
Theorem 3.1. For every expression t~ ~ CL of length n there exists a nonreturning 
boolean automaton ~3~, with n + 1 states. 
Proof. The proof follows by structural induction on c~. The basis is given in the 
introduction to this section, the induction step is contained in Theorem 2.1. [] 
Corollary 3.2. Let a be a CL-expression of  length n. The automaton ~ ~ DA has 
at most 2 2" + 1 states. 
Proof. The proof immediately follows from the definition of M~ and the fact that 
Be is nonreturning. [] 
Let us now look at a restriction of CL, namely the class C~_ (P stands for prefix-free). 
(a) Any t~ ~ RRE is in C[,  denoting the language L(c~). 
(b') If a,/3 ~ C [, then so are a w/3 and ti, denoting the languages L(a)w L(f l )  
and L(a), respectively. 
(c[) If a ~ RRE, L(c~) prefix-free, and/3 ~ C p, then so does a .  13 ~ C p, denoting 
the language L(t~)- L(/3). 
(A language L is prefix-free if[, for all w ~ L, wA* n L = {w}.) If L is regular, then 
L is prefix-free iff the reduced automaton ~o for L has exactly one final state and 
all transitions from this final state go to the dead state. (A state is dead if it is not 
accepting and all its transitions go back to itself.) 
Note that the difference between (b) and (b') is quite subtle, but it is important 
for the proof of Theorem 3.3. While it is, of course, possible to express an arbitrary 
boolean function using only union and complementation, this is not possible in 
general if the length of the expression should be preserved (consider symmetric 
difference). 
Given any reduced automaton ~, the n-reduced automaton for ~ is that deter- 
ministic automaton which is obtained by making ~ nonreturning (see last but one 
paragraph of the section "Notation"); if ~ is already nonreturning, then it is ~. 
Clearly, an n-reduced automaton has at most one more state than the reduced 
automaton. Furthermore, it is also unique (up to renaming of states). 
Theorem 3.3. Let a be an expression in C p of  length n. Then the n-reduced automaton 
~ accepting L( , ) has at most 2n+ l states. 
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Proof. We prove the claim by induction on the structure of a. 
Basis: If a ~ RRE, then clearly ~ has no more than 2" + 1 states [6, 3]. 
For the induction step we have to consider cases (b') and (c p) (see the definition 
of C~). 
(b'): Let a, B be expressions in C~. of length m, n, respectively, and assume that 
~,~, ~t3 have at most 2" + 1, 2" + 1 states, respectively. We have to show that ~ 
has no more than 2"+ 1 states and that ~t3  has no more than 2"+"+ 1 states. 
The first claim is trivially satisfied (interchange accepting and rejecting states). The 
second claim is understood as follows: Applying to ~ and ~t3 the usual union 
construction for nondeterministie f nite automata (see [3]), one obtains a nondeter- 
ministic automaton N~t3 which accepts L(a)•  L(B). It follows now that ~, ,~ := 
DET(g'~t3 ) consists of states, each of which is a pair (p, q) where p is a state of 
~ and q is a state of ~t3- There are (2"+ 1)(2n + 1) such pairs. However, as both 
~,, and ~t3 are nonreturning (by definition), it follows that ~,,~t~ can have only 
2"2" + 1 states. Since a u 13 is of length m + n, the claim follows. 
(eP) • Finally, let a be an RRE expression of length m such that L(a) is prefix-free, 
and let B be a C, p expression of length n. As a ~ RRE and L(a) is prefix-free, it 
follows that ~ has at most 2" + 1 states and also has the property that any transition 
leaving any final state must go to the unique dead state (a rejecting state whose 
transitions go all back to it). Also by inductive hypothesis, we assume that ~t3 has 
no more than 2"+ 1 states. We now apply to ~,~ and ~t3 the usual concatenation 
construction for nondeterministic automata [3]; this yields a nondeterministie 
automaton N~.t3; clearly, L (a )L ( f l )=  L(N,~.t3 ). Consider the deterministic auto- 
maton ~.t3 := DET(N~.t3); each state in ~.t3 is a pair (p, q) where p is a state 
in ~ and q is a single state in ~t3- (That q is not a set of states from ~t3 follows 
from the property of R~ implied by L(a) being prefix-free.) As before, in ease (b'), 
there are no more than 2m2"+ 1 such pairs. Thus the claim of the theorem is 
proven. [] 
It is interesting to note that the condition of prefix-freeness also simplifies things 
greatly in the study of equations involving complementation. For example, while it 
is very difficult to give an expression for the solution of X = VX for general V, V 
regular and A ~ V, there is a relatively simple expression if V is prefix-free (see [5]). 
The upshot of Theorem 3.3 is that the rather large class of expressions C[  has a 
complexity not greater than that of RRE, and while it is obvious that RRE_  C p, 
the reader should be aware that C p contains expressions with arbitrary depth of 
complementation. I  this sense, RRE is a hardest class of expressions in C p. (In 
this context it should be mentioned that with a slight modification of the notion of 
'length of an expression' the bound 2" + 1 can actually be attained by an expression 
~ RRE of length n ; for details, see [3].) 
It appears doubtful that the bound of Corollary 3.2 can be attained precisely in 
view of the following observation. 
Lemma 3.4. For any expression ~~ URE of length I or 2, the bound of Corollary 3.2 
can not be attained. 
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The proof follows by enumeration of all such expressions. In fact, Lemma 3.4 
even holds true if we adopt the definition of length proposed by the present author 
[3] which defines it in such a way that an expression a e RRE of length 1 corresponds 
bijectively to a nonreturning automaton N~ e NA with 2 states. One can, of course, 
take another step and define length-1 expressions uch that they correspond to 
nonreturning boolean automata with 2 states. We would expect that with such a 
modification the bound of Corollary 3.2 can in fact be attained. An alternative 
formulation of this conjecture is somewhat less artificial: For any n >I 1 there exist 
n nonreturning boolean automara ~1, • • •, ~ ,  with two states which can be combined 
to obtain a nonreturning boolean automaton ~ with n + 1 states, using arbitrary 
boolean operations and concatenation where the left operand of concatenation must 
be a single boolean automaton in NA, such that the corresponding reduced 
automaton accepting L (~)  has exactly 22"+ 1 states. In this connection it is of 
interest o note that, for any n I> 1, there exists a boolean automaton ~n with n 
states such that sCe~, is reduced and has 2 2n states (see [4, 7]). 
4. What about stars? 
One operator customarily associated with regular expressions was conspicuously 
absent so far, namely the star operator. While it is known that the star operator is 
not required for obtaining non-elementary complexity for expressions in URE (see 
[11]), it is nevertheless of interest hat this operator can be incorporated into the 
present framework. 
Proposition 4.1. Let  ~ be a nonreturning boolean automaton with n + 1 states. Then 
the reduced automaton for (L (~) )*  has at most 22"+1 states. 
Proof. Let ~ = (A, Q, r, p0, F) be the given boolean automaton. We list all elements 
f in BQ and determine ~-(f, a) for all letters a in A. Also we record whether f=~ 1. 
It is clear that this list contains the derived deterministic automaton s¢~. Then we 
define the function ~(f, a) as follows: 
¢(f, a)ur(po,  a) i f f=F 1, 
"~(f, a) 
[ r(f, a) i f f=~ 0. 
We now define the automaton c¢ as follows: 
= (A, P,  ,po, Gu  {po}), 
where P is the set of all functions 'reachable' from Po, i.e., 
P = {~(Po, w)lwinA*}, 
and G is the set of all functions g in P such that g =F 1. It is clear that c¢ is in fact 
an automaton and that c¢ is deterministic. Furthermore, c¢ has at most 2 2" + 1 states. 
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We now claim that L(C¢) = (L(~))*. Denote by N= (A, Q,/x, po, Fu  {Po}) the non- 
deterministic finite automaton obtained from M~ by applying the star construction. 
In particular, if h is a final state in M~ (i.e., h -- F 1 ), then ~t (h, a ) = { ~'(h, a ), ~'(po, a)}. 
In order to prove our claim that L(C¢) -- (L(~))*, we first observe that in processing 
a word w in A*, cg acts just like N until the first final state f (¢Po) is reached. Let 
a be the next letter in w. It follows that (in N) /z(f, a) -- {~-(f, a), ~'(Po, a)} while 
(in c¢) ~(f, a) = r(f, a) w r(po, a). Clearly, {% (f, a), ~'(Po, a)} is accepting in N iff 
~-(f, a )u  r(po, a) is accepting in c¢. Furthermore, every time a rejecting state f~ 
appears in a set { f l , . . .  ,f,,} in A c, /z(f/, a)--~'(f/, a) while ~(f/, a )= z(f~, a), for 
every letter a, and every time an accepting state f~ appears in a set {f~,... ,f,,} in 
N,/x(fi, a )= {z(f~, a), z(Po, a)} while ~(f/, a )= ~'(f/, a)w ~'(Po, a). This proves that 
any set of states of ~ can be equivalently replaced by a function in cc Thus the 
claim of the proposition follows. [] 
It should be clear that we do not construct a boolean automaton for the language 
(L(~))*;  we merely bound the number of states of a certain automaton which does 
accept his language. 
We will give a detailed example. Consider the boolean automaton ~ = 
({0, 1}, {X, Y}, % X, {Y}) where z is given by the following table: 
0 1 
x ? xu?  
Y Xn  ~" Xn  YwXn ~" 
The list of ~,(f, a) for all f and all a is as follows: 
0 
x ? 
2 Y 
Y XmY 
I" f (  c) Y 
XnY  X~Y 
XuY  f fwY  
? 2n  ? 
XuY XuY  
P, nY  0 
XuY  1 
Y 
XuY 
Xn  Yu , ,Yn  I" X~) Y 
Xn  Yu2m Y 5[~ ~" 
0 0 
1 1 
Xt~ 
Xn 
Xn  
Xn  
Xw? 0 
XnY 1 
Yu .~n Y 1 
Yu2n Y 0 
YuXm Y" 0 
Y 'uXn Y 1 
XnI7  0 
.~uY  1 
0 1 
1 0 
XnY 0 
Xu~"  1 
?(u2Y 0 
XnY 1 
0 0 
1 1 
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From this it follows that Ms has exactly 13 states (missing are the following three 
functions: X, X c~ Y, and X w Y). The transition function ~ is then as fo l lows:  
0 1 
x ? xu?  1 
~" Yu  Y~ 1 X~ I~'u z~" ~ Y 1 
Y Xc~ ~rw Y -Y  Xc~ Yw.Xm I "wXw ~"=-Xw Y 1 
f" X, w Y Xn  ?w n Y 0 
X m Y X c~ I" X m Y u S[ m I" 0 
.,~ w Y X u Y w ~r -1  X n ~rw.~i c~ Y w X u Y -1  1 
X ? Y: n ? x ? 0 
.~u  Y Xu 'Yu  I " -  1 .,~u YuXu ~r=_ 1 1 
f fn  Y Ow ~" - I "  OuXu ~ 'mXu I" 1 
Xu~"  1 1 0 
.~ n Y Y f~ n Y 0 
X w Y ] "u  I"=- ~r X w I rw X u I " -X  w Y 1 
X r~ Yw X c~ I" Xu  Y ~[w Y 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 lw  Y -1  lwXw Y=---1 1 
or if we rename the states 
0 1 
-.> * 1 4 10 1 
2 16 14 1 
3 4 10 1 
* 4 8 14 0 
5 7 13 0 
6 16 16 1 
7 11 7 0 
* 8 16 16 1 
9 4 10 1 
* 10 16 16 0 
11 3 9 0 
12 4 10 1 
13 12 8 0 
* 14 4 10 1 
15 15 15 0 
* 16 16 16 1 
whereby -~ denotes the starting state, asterisks denote states which are actually 
reachable from the starting state, and the last column gives the final states of the 
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automaton (1 if accepting and 0 if rejecting). Finally, let us illustrate in parallel 
what happens with a particular word in ~ and N. Let this word be 01001. Then we 
get: 
0 1 0 0 I 
in .N': 1 2 5 2, 8 4, 10 3, 4, 12 
x ? 
in ~:  l 4 
x ? 
xn?  ?, 2uY ,  xuY ,  XuY,  
t 
i 0 ] 0 1 
14 4 8 16 
Xc~"  ~" XuY  l 
w2nY  
This concludes our example. 
The class C* is defined as the class CL but the definition has a fourth part in 
addition to (a), (b), and (CL), namely: 
(d) if a ~ C*, then so is a*, denoting the language [L(a)]*. 
We then get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let a be an expression in C* of  length n. The n-reduced automaton ~
accepting L( a ) has at most 2 2" + 1 states. 
Proof. We will prove by structural induction on the C* expression a of length n 
that ~,  the n-reduced automaton accepting L(a) ,  consists of an initial state and 
that all remaining states are boolean functions in n variables. (This clearly implies 
the claim of the theorem, as there are exactly 2 2" different boolean functions in n 
variables.) 
Basis: Let a be a CL expression. In this case, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 
establish our claim. 
Induction step: We have to verify three claims, one for each of (b), (cO, and (d). 
(b): Let b,,, be an m-ary boolean function, and, for i = 1 , . . . ,  m, let ai be a C* 
expression of length ni such that ~,  consists of an initial state and all other states 
are boolean functions in ni variables. We have to show that the states of ~b,(~, ..... ~m), 
other than the initial state, can be identified with boolean functions in n~ +.  • • + n,,, 
variables. That this is indeed true can be seen as follows: Apply the usual bm 
construction for boolean automata (see the proof of Theorem 2.1) and recall that 
each of the states of the ~,  is a boolean function in ni variables. 
(CL): Let a be an RRE expression of length m and let fl be a C* expression of 
length n. Clearly, ~ will always satisfy our induction claim, and ~,  satisfies it by 
inductive hypothesis. We have to show that each state (# the initial state) in ~. ,  
can be represented as a boolean function on m + n variables. Again, applying the 
usual concatenation construction yields this result if one takes into account hat the 
resulting sets {p, q~, . . . ,  q~} (i.e., states in ~.~)  where p is a state in ~ and 
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q~,. •. ,  qs are states in ~,  can be identified with the boolean function p w q~ w. • • w 
qs, as p and q~ are all boolean functions. Thus the induction claim follows also for 
concatenation. Finally: 
(d): Let a be a C* expression of length n satisfying the inductive hypothesis. 
We must show that also ~,,.  satisfies the induction claim. This, however, is again 
easy to see: Apply the usual star-construction to ~,, and identify the resulting states 
in ~.  which are of the form {q l , . . . ,  qs} with q~ a state in ~,  i= 1 , . . . ,  s, with 
the boolean function q~ u -  • • w qs. Thus the induction claim also holds for the star 
operator. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the claim holds for all C* expressions. Thus the 
theorem is proven. [] 
5. Right concatenation 
In all previous sections we have dealt with concatenation from the left only. This 
is suggested .by the fact that an automaton processes input from left to right. In this 
section we study what happens if we concatenate from the right. While we have 
fewer results than for left concatenation, one of our results is quite surprising. 
The subclass CR of URE is defined as follows (R stands for right). 
(a) RRE___ CR. 
(b) For bm an m-ary boolean function and a~, . . . ,  a , .~ CR, it holds that 
bm(otl, . . . , a,,,)~ CR. 
(CR) CR" RRE_ CR. 
Intuitively, CR is more 'difficult' than CL because an automaton reads input from 
left to right but, in contrast o CL, the depth of complementation is greatest on the 
left end of a CR-expression. Nevertheless, we show the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let a be an expression in CR o f  length n. There exists a nonreturning 
deterministic automaton ~ accepting L( a ) with at most 2 2n + 1 states. 
Proof. We show by structural induction on a the following claim: Every state of 
D,~ can be represented as a boolean function of (the same) n variables, with the 
exception of the initial state. Clearly, as there are only 2 2n boolean functions of n 
variables, this claim implies the theorem. 
(a) If a ~ RRE, the claim is obviously true. 
(b) Let ai ~ CR be of length hi, i = 1 , . . . ,  m. By the inductive hypothesis there 
exist nonreturning deterministic automata ~,  such that every noninitial state of 
~ ,  can be represented as a boolean function of ni variables, i= 1 , . . . ,  m. Thus, 
constructing a nonreturning deterministic automaton ~bm~,,, ..... ~m) in the obvious way 
implies that any state of this automaton is a boolean function, namely b,,, of boolean 
functions, namely states of the ~, .  This proves the claim for bm(a~, . . . ,  a,,). 
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(CR) Let a be a CR expression of length m, and let/3 be an RRE expression of 
length n. Let ~ be the nonreturning deterministic automaton accepting L(a) which 
satisfies the inductive assumption; also, let X,, be a nonreturning nondeterministic 
automaton accepting L(/3) with n + 1 states. Constructing a nonreturning determinis- 
tic automaton ~,~.~ in the usual way shows that each noninitial state of ~,,.~ is the 
union of a single state of ~ and a union of states of ~c~. This concludes the proof 
of the claim. [] 
Theorem 5.1 implies that we have the same upper bound on the complexity of 
CR which we obtained for CL (in Corollary 3.2), despite the problem that automata 
read from left to right. But We have more, for a closer look at the proof of Theorem 
5.1 reveals omething quite surprising. Suppose we could assume in the third part, 
(CR), of the above proof that a is of complexity not greater than 2" + 1 (instead of 
2 2m + 1). In this case the proof would go through with the bound 2 "+" + 1 (instead 
of 22~÷n+ 1). The reader should recall the situation for CL which was different; 
there, the third part, (CL), of the proof goes through only with the bound 22m + 1. 
If we want the lower bound for left concatenation, an additional assumption must 
be made leading to the class CP; this assumption is that the RRE expression denotes 
a prefix-free language. This is not necessary in the case of fight concatenation. Let 
us replace (b) by (b') and denote the resulting subclass of URE by C[:  
(a) RREc_ C[ .  
(b') If a,/3 s C[ ,  then so are a u/3 and 6. 
(cR) C~-  RREc_ C~t. 
The above discussion is summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Let a be an expression in C[  of length n. There exists a nonreturning 
deterministic automaton ~,~ accepting L(o~) with at most 
2" + 1 states. 
Proof. The proof is an easy modification of the proof of Theorem 5.1. [] 
This result appears to indicate that left concatenation is more complicated than 
right concatenation for unrestricted regular expressions. While we do not have a 
proof for this, we know that C p is only a small subset of [C~"  = {a p J a E C[}. Also 
note that the complexity of RRE is invariant under reversal, that is, if a is an RRE 
expression of length n, then ~ as well as ~,  have at most 2" + 1 states. This, of 
course, is a marked difference with automata, as the reverse deterministic automaton 
~P of a deterministic automaton ~ with n states can have as many as 2" states. 
6. Conclusion 
We have shown that there are large nontrivial subclasses of the class of unrestricted 
regular expressions which have tractable complexity. Our results indicate that the 
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'difficulty' of an unrestricted regular expression does not so much depend upon the 
complementation operator alone as on its interaction with concatenation. Our results 
suggest ahierarchy of expressions of increasing complexity based on this observation. 
In the last section we point out a counter-intuitive result involving left-concatenated 
and right-concatenated classes of expressions. 
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